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    “After implementing Funnelback, the relevance of our search results improved significantly. This led to a measurable increase in the value site search generates for BCIT, and the ROI is terrific.”

  

  
    
    
      Alan Etkin

      Senior Analyst
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                                            Why would I choose Squiz DXP Search over other search solutions?
                                            
                                                
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                            
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        Our search capability revolutionizes the way users discover content. It eliminates content silos and surfaces the right answer on your website, every time, for your customers and visitors.
Combining years of experience developing searches for Higher Education, Government and other complex industries, our search capability is an out-the-box search product that returns more relevant search results than any other alternative.
The intelligent algorithm uses over 70 different factors to derive relevant results and machine learning automatically refines the relevance of the results over time with the new information.
Our search capability makes all of your content available, in one location, regardless of which system it lives in or the format it is presented in. Search can crawl any website CMS, social channel, CRM or other data source.
Our search capability is made up of several complementary components, including an enterprise search engine, search analytics and content auditing tools.
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                                        Leading analysts recognize Squiz DXP Search as the quickest to deploy of all enterprise-grade site search solutions. Our search capability can be provided as a pre-configured industry template, with customers having Search up and running two days after the contract is signed. If your organization requires more configuration or customization, the time to implement will likely increase.
The team at Squiz work on high-quality projects on a daily basis and are on hand to provide advice, support delivery and implementation. They are experienced in providing services from creative concepts through to delivery.
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                                        Squiz DXP search allows you to control and customize the search experience that makes sense for your audience, organization, personalisation strategy or promotions.
In our search capability administration dashboard, you can take control over what results to promote and to whom. Decide and tune your results ranking position, important messages and promotions that appear, or what actions are taken when specific terms are searched.
These under-the-hood powers help make your search solution a key business tool to achieve your engagement, conversion, or self-service goals.
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